Walk around Ossuccio and Lenno
Easy, about one and a half hours.
Get off the C10 bus at the Isola bus stop in Ossuccio, near the parish church and the entrance to a grand
villa between the road and the lake. Take the footpath marked ‘Greenway del lago’ heading towards
the lake. This takes you over a bridge across the Perlana torrente, and in front of the Villa Monastero,
taking you into the old village centre of Campo. From there you go above the slope known as the ‘Dosso
di Lavedo’ with the slope to your right and the campsite on your left.
Just before the Albergo Lavedo you can take a detour right if you like towards the Villa Balbianello, or
carry on along the Greenway to the Lido of Lenno.

dosso di Lavedo
Continue along the lakeside skirting round the historic villas and the square with the church of San
Stefano and the baptistery of St John, to arrive at the ferry landing stage.

lakeside Lenno
A footbridge takes you across the torrente and round the Hotel San Giorgio, then you turn away from
the lake and up a cobbled track to cross over the main road, and on up Via della Piana. Turn left along
Via Pola and keep straight on across the bridge that takes you back over the torrente. Carry more or less
straight on along Via Scalotta, without turning back down towards the lake. Turn right when you see the
car park in front of you and go up through the old village, passing up a narrow alleyway into a small
square. From here follow the road left (Via Libronico) staying roughly parallel with the main road below,
and on along Via San Rocco. This takes you to the village of Garzola. Passing through the village with
the Trattoria del Santuario on your left, follow via Santuario all the way back down to the main road
where there is another bus stop. Alternatively, if you don’t want to walk along the main road to your
starting point, take a left along via Castelli when you get back down to Ossuccio.
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